The Effects of Augmented Reality Head-Up Displays on Drivers’ Eye Scan Patterns, Performance, and Perceptions
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on an experiment comparing Head-Up Display (HUD) and Head-Down Display (HDD) use while driving in a simulator to explore differences in glance patterns, driving performance, and user preferences. Sixteen participants completed both structured (text) and semi-structured (grid) visual search tasks on each display while following a lead vehicle in a motorway (highway) environment. Participants experienced three levels of complexity (low, medium, high) for each visual search task, with five repetitions of each level of complexity. Results suggest that the grid task was not sensitive enough to the varying visual demands, while the text task showed significant differences between displays in user preference, perceived workload, and distraction. As complexity increased, HUD use during the text task corresponded with faster performance as compared to the HDD, indicating the potential benefits when using HUDs in the driving context. Furthermore, HUD use was associated with longer sustained glances (at the respective display) as compared to the HDD, with no differences in driving performance observed. This finding suggests that AR HUDs afford longer glances without negatively affecting the longitudinal and lateral control of the vehicle – a result that has implications for how future researchers should evaluate the visual demands for AR HUDs.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2010 alone, driver distraction due to an in-vehicle device or display/control is estimated to have caused 26,000 crashes in the United States (NHTSA, 2012). While in an ideal world, drivers would be completely focused on the driving task at hand, drivers are instead frequently distracted by secondary tasks (NHTSA, 2012). Driver distraction refers to manual, visual, or cognitive distraction as defined in the NHTSA guidelines (NHTSA, 2012). The driving task is inherently a visual task, as most of the information (e.g. visual flow, speed relative to vehicle ahead, navigation cues, roadway hazards etc.) is visually conveyed to drivers. Therefore, when drivers take their eyes off of the roadway for any
reason, they may miss information necessary for safe driving. While in-vehicle displays can provide timely navigation instructions or other driving related information, the task of driving is inherently susceptible to visual distraction when using displays in vehicle. Thus, it is essential to understand how new in-vehicle devices may distract drivers and apply this knowledge to the design of future vehicle-based displays.

Augmented reality (AR) uses a visual display to overlay virtual images onto a person’s view of the real world (Azuma, 1997). AR displays can provide information that is not readily available to the user when simply viewing the surrounding environment. In some cases, AR displays may help remove distractions inherent in viewing information through a separate display because visual information innate to the environment can be gathered simultaneously with relevant visual information provided via the AR display (Azuma, 1997). Broadly speaking, AR interfaces can contain both conformal (registered) graphics, which are perceptually attached to the real world as well as non-conformal (screen fixed) graphics that remain fixed in the screen space but are overlaid atop of the users’ view of the real world nonetheless. Conformal and non-conformal AR images can be conveyed to the user via either head-up displays (HUDs) or head-down displays (HDD). Optical see-through HUDs allow users to potentially continue looking at the road scene while using in-vehicle AR display because they can be positioned very near drivers’ natural line of sight. Conversely, both video-based AR and traditional HDDs require users to look away from their preferred line of sight to gather information. In addition, the focal distance of HDDs require drivers to accommodate to near distances (less than one meter), while HUDs may provide a range of focal distances, generally between two meters and optical infinity depending upon the display hardware design.

HDDs have dominated in-vehicle displays with the center console and dashboard serving as the main operating centers for drivers’ secondary and tertiary tasks. While HUDs have been widely used in aircrafts, recent years have seen renewed interest in implementing HUDs into ground vehicles. In the coming years, it is likely that AR-based HUDs will increasingly become available in commercial vehicles offering a range of driving related functions (e.g., supporting primary, secondary and tertiary tasks). However, the potential effects of AR HUDs on driver distraction and thus driving performance need further exploration.

The task of driving requires a steady flow of multiple types of information. For example, drivers must scan around the vehicle when reversing to make sure that they do not hit objects behind or beside the vehicle. Some vehicles are now equipped with a back-up camera video feed, which is often displayed in the center console as a HDD. Many of these video feeds are also equipped with an AR overlay that highlights green, yellow, and red areas indicating how close objects are to the back of the vehicle. This would be an example of a video-based AR HDD that is conformal – that is, part of the information conveyed is tied to a real-world location depicted within the video image. Some vehicles might also include a speedometer that is displayed in a head-up fashion on the windshield. In this instance, the AR HUD speedometer image is non-conformal and is conveyed on an optical see-through (rather than video-based) display. Both conformal and non-conformal graphics have important roles in AR HUDs; affording different types of information conveyance and use depending on the context. Using conformal AR displays may enhance navigation cues by, for example, placing virtual turn arrows in space exactly where a driver should turn. However, other information, such as current vehicle speed, can be purely data driven and presented at fixed, non-conformal locations within the HUD. Information such as speed does not necessarily directly correlate to anything specific in the real world, but it is important nonetheless for the driver to have easy visual access to that information.

HUDs then can theoretically assist drivers in maintaining their visual attention on the primary task by making it easier to extract both HUD information as well as critical driving-related information (e.g., lane markings, road signs, other vehicles, hazards, etc.). A HUD may also help afford quicker reactions to secondary information with a reduced need for near visual accommodation to proximal displays. However, it is unknown how drivers will visually parse HUD images as compared to eye scan patterns used in traditional HDDs. As such, there is value in understanding the quantitative and
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